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Kan wei lan de tian kong you xing fu de cai hong 
Looking at the azure sky, there is a happy rainbow 

Shi shu yu ni he wo bian ji de meng 
It is the dream that you and I have woven 

Qing qing cheng zhe feng tian mi de ao you 
Lightly riding the wind to sweetly roam 

Qing chun de meng xiang shou zhong jin wo 
Youth's dream is held tightly within the hand 

Bu pa gu dan ji mo, bu pa lei shui zhui luo 
Not afraid of loneliness, not afraid of tears falling 

Wo yao fei yue shi jie yong gan de cheng nuo 
I want to fly over the world to bravely promise 

Jian chi zui chu de meng 
To persist with the initial dream 

Xing fu zai zhuan jiao deng hou 
Happiness is waiting at the corner 

Qi se de cai hong dian ran xin zhong ji dong 
The seven-colored rainbow ignites the throbbing in the
heart 

Shan yao de meng zhao liang ni he wo 
The glittering dream shines on you and me 

Hua cheng xing fu de cai hong 
Transforming into a happy rainbow 

Zhang kai chi bang tian di ren wo feng yong 
Spread your wings, I have free rein of surging through
heaven and earth 

Chuan yue jue wang jian ding de ao xiang 
Passing through despair and firmly soaring 
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Zhan fang wu xian de xiao rong 
Bursting with unlimited smiles 

Qing chun meng xiang shu yu ni he wo 
Youth dreams belong to you and me
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